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1. Introduction

A recent series of papers has examined some of the economic effects

of automatic fuel adjustment clauses on the behavior of the regulated

firm. 1 For the ITQst part, these papers have ffilalyzed the Duplications of

profit maximization under tvJO altenlative regulatory regirnes -- one h"'1.

vvhich the finn's output price is detennined by the tenns of ill'l.

"
adjuscrnent clause fonnula and one in '\mch it is not. L Today? 'i.Tirtually

all electric utilities are subject to some sort of fuel cost adjusunent

Since the specific fonnulas embodied in these mechanisms

eYllibit considerable variation across regulatory authorities, hOT..vever,

their impacts on the economic inc.entives of the finns under their

jurisdiction are not unifoilli. 4 At present, efforts are being Hade to

improve the design of adjustInent clauses to reduce or eliminate some of

the inefficiencies that they may foster. 5 Consequently, inforw.ation

regarding the differetitial effects of alternative designs is a topic of

same current interest. One of the ways in which the design can vary is

in the treatment of purchased power.

In this paper, we examine the impact that alternative treatrrents of

purchased power in the adjustment clause forrrula l1ave on the incentive

of the regulated firm to minimize short-run costs t~~ough its choice of

purchased power versus own-generated power $ TtJhere purchased power is

L.~cluded ill. the automatic pass through fonnula 1 the finn is said to have

a purchased power adjustment clause in effect. Our theoretical nndel

indicates that excluding purchased power from the fonnula creates an

econanic incentive to overutilize the finn's own generating equipment.

Empirical support ror this conclusion is also provided. Tb.is finding

has important public policy implications for the optlinal design of
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adjustment clause fonnulas, Horeover it partially explains the

perceived reluctance of electric utilities to expmld their coordh1ation
r

of power genera-cion through pooling agree-nents c 0

II . Incentives Provided by AIternative TreatJrents

He shall focus our attention on a short-nm rrodel of the decision

to buy power. This "Jill enable us to abstract fran the additional

constraint provided by rate of retura regulation and. thereby sin:plify

the w..alysis considerably. Since this constraint has not provided an

effective ceiling (or floor) on utility compariY earnings over the pase

decade, such an abstraction appears war-.canted [see Joskow (197~~)].

The finn's profit function (n) is given by

'IT = R(q + z) - reK fF(q) - pz (1)

here q represents the quantity of output generated in. the finn's own

plants; z is the quantity of output purchased from other finns ~ R( &) is

total revenue from retail sales of output; rcK is the total cost of the

capital input, which we asst.1IIe is fixed; F(q) is the quantity of fuel

employed in generating power in the finn's own plants; f is the per unit

price of the fuel input, which we assune is exogenous; and p is the per
7

unit price of purchased power, which we assune is also exogenous. I In

this formulation, z > 0 represents purchased power and z < 0 represants

sales of power to other finns. We w"i.ll aSSUIre that the regulated finn

attempts to maximize 'IT subject to the constraint provided by the

particular regulatory regime under which it operates. 'I'b~s constraint

varies according to the regulatory treabn61t accorded purchased p~ver in

the finn's autar.atic adjustment clause fonnula. Since some adjustment
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clauses include purchased pOiNer "\vhile others de not 9 an asyrrrn.etry hi the

tariff schedules of indi\;~dual finn.s with respect to q and z arises 0 We

investigate the implications of such asymnetry by ex.arninL.ig che

regulated finn; s bep..avior Ullder the two relevant regl.llatory reg:Lroes.

Purchased Power Included. First if the firrn is subject to an

autorr.atic fuel adjustInent clause trtat includes purchased pO"\A.Jer:', the

relevant constraint wi-II be given by

R(q + z) - fF(q) - pz
(2)

q + z

where 01 is a constant determined by base year parameterso Equation
J...

represents a reasonable approxjJTIation of the more complex constrahits

actually incorporated in utilities i adjustment clause schedules. 8

This constraL."'Lt which is binding during the interval of ti.rJ:E that

elapses between formal rate rev~ews,9 is designed to nutigate the

adverse effect on earnings of rapidly increasing energy costs so that

the firm's realized return on capital will more closely approx~ate the

"fair" retunl established at prior rate hearings e 10

The first order conditions for profit maximization Ulider the

constraint in (2) imply that

(1 - A)R - (1 - A)fF -Ao1q q

and

(1 - A)R - (1 - A)p = -AOz 1

where A is the shadow price attached to the constraint and the

subscripts indicate ordinary and partial derivatives e From these
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conditions, it £oll~ls ~~diately tr~t

f/(l/F } = p$
q

Toe left-r..and side is the margir!.al cost of produclt"'1.g pOvler in the finn w s

O\VIl plants. Thus j the finn that has a pl-ITchased power adjustment clause

will utilize its own generating equipment up to the point a.t which the

marginal cost of internally generated pmver equals the external price of

purchased power. Consequently 1 this regulatory scheme '\N-ill lead the

finn to employ a cost mil1i.rnizing combination of generated a.11.d purcr.dsed

power to meet atly level of demand.

Purchased Power Excluded. The second regulatory regirr.e that: \ille

want to investigate excludes purchased power fran the automatic fuel

adjustment clause fonnula. The relevant constraint faced by the finn

that is subject to this regiIr.e is

R(q +- z) - fF(q}

q + z
01").

L
(3)

Notice tr~t if the firms subject to the CWo alternative regulatory

regimes approximated by equations (2) and (3) are allowed the same rate

of return on capital at the fonnal rate hearing, then 01 < 0", w"'i.ll hold.
1. L

Nonetheless; the firms that are subject to the constraint :in (3) are

car-..pelled to absorb the cost of any change in the price of purchased

power during the interim beaveen hearings.

The first-order conditions for profit max~~zation subject to the

constraint in (3) imply that
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and

'\.mere \ is the shadow price attached to the constraint (3). Fran these

conditions, we filid inmediately that

(1 - A)f/(l/F ) = p.
q

Since 0 ~ ).. < 1 11 it follows tr~t,

f/(l/F) > pq

where the left-hand side is the ma.rginal cost or generating power in the

finn's own plants. Thus, profit maximization leads the finn to generate

power beyond the point where marg:inal cost is equal to the price of

purchased power. This result indicates that excluding purchased power

fran the adjustment clause formula leads the firm to overutilize its ovvn

generating equipnent. For a given quantity of total power supplied,

costs will not be minimized.

III. An. E:npirical Test

To carry out an empirical test of the above hypothesis, we need to

specify a model that explains the firms' relative use of purchased

po:ver. Ideally, this would be done by solving the finn's first-order

conditions for the derived demands for purchased power under the two

altentative regulatory regimes considered. This direct approach,

however, is prohibited by data limitations. Specifically, the data that

are available on purchased power do not separate what are called

'ieconomy energy interchanges" frOITl. "errergency hiterchanged. if The forrr:er

are power exchanges that are carried out to the reduce costs of
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supplying electricity ~nile the latter are due to ur~orese~l d&~and

surges or equiprr~~t failures tIlat lead to temporarily i~nsufficierit

generating capacity~ Our theoretical results apply only to the first of

these, but the data reflect both. Consequently, our empirical modsl

must ~ of necessity, iJ."'1.clude some factors that do not. appear in the

optlirrization problems presented above.

The variables that iiJere selected for inclusion and the

cor.cesponding data SOlJrCeS are described in Table 1 The dependent

variable is the firm's relative use of purChased p~ver, z/q (vllere the

nurnerator of this variable is positive for net purchases and negative

for net sales). llhe first L~dependent variable is the purc~~sed power

adjustmen.t clause durrmy, PPAC 0 This variable assumes the value of 1 if

the finn is subject to a purchased power adjustment clause. The

theoretical model presented in the preceding section llnplies that the

coefficient associated with PPAC will be positive.

Next, we include the finn's total assets in service as a measure of

finn size. Finn size influences the values of sane of the partial

derivatives entering the first-order conditions obtained in the n-odel of

the preceding section under either regulatory regirne. Further ~ the

theoretical work of Tschirhart (1980) indicates that larger finns are

more likely to become merribers of closely coordinated power pools (wit.~

ce..11.tral dispatch) 'Which, in turn, results in a lower effective price of

purc"b.klsed power to these fiuns. Due to both of these considerations, we

~~ect the coefficient of SIZE to be positive.

The final independent variable is a rreasure of the finn's demand

variability, q/PEAK. Our expectation is that this variable vJill account
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Variable

z/q

PPAC

SIZE

q/PEAK

TABLE 1

Variables in the Equation

Definition Source

Relative use of purchased power. Equals [1)
the quantity of purchased power in 1000' s
of KWH (positive for net purchases and
negative for net sales) divided by total
net generation of the fiTIn in 1,000,000's
of KWH.

Durrrny variable equal to 1 if the fiTIn has [2]
an automatic purchased power adjust:m2nt
clause and equal to zero otherwise.

Dollar value of the firm's assets in service [1]
(in $1,000,000). Used as a measure of fiTIn
size.

Total net generation (in 1,000,000' s of KWH) [3]
divided by peak hourly demand (in megawatts)
tiIres 8760, the nl.lIIber of hours in a year.
Used as a measure of demand variability (average
quantity demanded/peak quantity demanded) to
account for emergency interchanges.

Sources: [1] U.S. Department of Energy (1978a).

[2] National Association of Regulatory
Utility Commissioners (1978).

[3] U. S. Depart:rrEnt of Energy (1978b).
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for th.e Hemergency interchaligen component of the dependent variable;

and should have a positive coefficient.

Th.e initial specification of our empirical Hodel? then ~ is

(4)

\Jhere ~ is a random disturbance. The theoretical considerations

described above D-np1Y i3 2 B3 ' > o.
This specificatian iIlvolves q on. both sides of the equation. To

ellirrlliate the potential for spurious correlation presa~ted by this

specification, we multiply both sides of equation (4) by q. Doing so

and adding an intercept term, we obtain our estimating equation ~

z = So + B1 (q) + S0(PPAC)(q) + s~(SIZE)(q) + S4(q/PEAK)(q) + ~/(q). (5)
;.J.. L -'

Obviously, the disturbance tenn of this equation is heteroscedastic.

Consequently, we employed weighted least squares with l/'JClas weights

12to estimate the roodel parameters.

In order to carr; out this estimation, we collected data on 113

privately-owned electric utilities in the U.S. for the year 1977. All

firms in the sample were subj ect to an automatic fuel adjustment clause

"While 82 of the fimJ.8 were also subj ect to a purchased power adjustme..nt

clause. The sources from which these data are drawn are reported in

Table 1.

Applying weighted least squares to equation (5) we obtain the

following results:

z = 47,710.344 E + 02 - 11,112.972 E + Ol(q) + 29,029.066(PPAC)(q)
(3.047) (2.590) (2.183)

+ 19.562(SIZE)(q) T 23,042.967(q/PEAK){q)
(4.675) (0.443)

R2 0.171

n = 113
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vihere t-statistics are reported in parenb~eses below their respective

t
-r-· • • 13

coe-r~c~ent estlrrfites. Several interestLig results are evident here.

First, a.nd most important, the results tend. to support (at the 005

level of confidence) our conclusion that the absence of a purchased

pOllller adjustment clause discourages the finn from using externally

produced power. Thus 9 it appears that current fuel adjustment clauses

that exclude purchased power are very likely to lead to an.

overutilization of the fina Y s ovm ge,.l1eratill.g equipment and, thereby, to

excessive cost of prO'v-iding povJer. As with any other empirical result,

this finding must be qualified by the standard caveats that apply to the

data, the mJdel specification, and the estimation tecpmque. Here, one

of the rrore importlliit potential sources of bias sterns from the possible

endogeneity of the purchased power adjustlnent clause durrmy ~ PPAC. It

~uuld seem plausible that utilities that typically pULchase relatively

large amounts of exteTIlal power have a greater interest in and, perhaps,

greater success in securing purchased power adjustment clauses. If so,

S2 would be biased in the positive direction, increasing the likelihood

of a T-ype I error. Prior research, however, indicates that the finns in

this industry had rather limited influence over the regulatory decision

to award automa.tic fuel adjustment clauses in the early 1970s. In fact,

Kasennan, Kavanaugh, and Tepel (1983) found that the larger finns in the

industry were actually less likely to be successful in obtaining such

clauses. They attribute this result to the larger nurrber or customers

(voters) served by these firms. If this result carries over to

purchased power adjustment clauses as well, the coefficient on PPAC

would be biased downward, increasing the likelihood of a Type II error.

SDlce resolution of this issue would require the specification and
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esti.Iration of a fully s:imultaneous rr.odel ~ we ca.n only indicate the

resulting qualifications here.

Next, we find strong empirical support for the view ttlat larger

firms ~ze relatively greater use of power pools. Since participation

in a power pool necessitates the cornmitraent of certain fixed costs

(e.g., const~uction of tr8J.ismission lL"'1.es bee-ween pool rnembers), the

ability of larger fi~$ to spread these costs over a greater volume of

power interchanges reduces the per unit costs of pooling to these finns

[see Tschirhart (1980)].

Finally, the coefficient estlmate for the variable (q/PEAY~)(q) is

not statistically signi.ficant at any staYldard level of acceptance,

although the sign is as we hypothesized. The insignificance of the

(q/PEAK)(q) coefficient may be explained by the offsetting effects tt~t

increased dew.and variability may have on the employment of purchased

power. The finn experiencing relatively large fluctuations in demand

will have an incentive to either purchase power (to meet supply

short falls) or sell power (to utilize idle capacity), depending upon its

current reserve position. Since purChases may be offset by sales across

the finns in our sample, the insignificance of this coefficient could be

attributable to our measurement of purchased power on a net basis,

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that excluding purchased pov.;rer from an

automatic fuel adjust:rrent clause encourages the regulated finn to

ove:rutilize its own generating equipment. In addition, we have provided

some empirical support for this result. This finding provides a partial

expliliJation for the perceived reluctance of electric utilirj companies
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to expand the coordhJation of their power generating facilities. It

also serves to warn designers of future adjusanent fomulas about the

undesirable consequences of treating power obtained from alternative

sources ill1equally.
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1. See Atkinson and Halvorsen (1980) ~ Baron and DeBondt (1970):1 Cowing

and Stevenson (1979), Gallop and Karlson (1978), Kaserrnan and Tepel

(1982), and Isaac (1982).

2. The study by Gallop and Karlson (1978) is all exception. They

create an index that varies directly vri.th the value of the

adjustment clause fonnula to the finn.

3. Fuel adjustment clauses were in effect in 43 states in 1976. See

Isaac (1982, p. 159).

4. Existing formulas differ pri...marily with regard to: (1) the percent

of the fuel cost change t:b~t is passed through; (2) the length of

delay betvv-een the cost change and the corresponding rate char.ge;

(3) the criteria for measuring fuel cost changes (fuel cost per

unit of final output or fuel cost per unit of fuel input in

combination with a target heat rate); and (4) inclusion or

exclusion of purchased po\N'er. See National Association of

P~gulatory Utility COITrolssioners (1978).
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5 . See Kendrick (1975) and Baron and DeBondt (1980) 0

60 Breyer and fifE-cAvoy (1974~ p. 108) view the lack of grea-cer

coordination as something of an anomaly. Tschirb..art (1980) and

Cramer arid Tschirhart (1983) explain the eyjLsting looseness of

pooling agreements in tenns of the benefits aIld costs to the

individual utility of increased participation. Ev"i.dence presented

by Christensen llild Greene (1978)$ llowever, indicates that the

potential cost saving may not be as great as was pre'rlously

believed.

7. An interestulg issue conce~llS the possible endogeneity or the price

of purchased power. If utility companies rrust engage in costly

search activities to obtahl the minimum price for externally

produced pO\'I7er, then allowing automatic pass through of purchased

power costs may encourage the payTIJent of higher prices for this

pow-er. We have not resolved this issue empirically, but prior

research by Kaserrnan and Tepel (1982) suggests that this is not a

problem. Specifically, their research indicates trrat the presence

or absence of an automatic fuel adjustment clause did not appear to

affect fuel price search behavior of the finns in their sample.

11lus, to the extent that this result applies to purcl1ased power

adjustment clauses, p IrJ8.Y be viewed as exogenous. This result ff'o.y

not carr] over to the price of purchased power, hOVlever, because

the markets for fuel are thicker and mvolve longer term contracts.

This makes it easier for the regulators to assess the

reasonableness of the prices paid for fuel. The hour-to-hour
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economy' interchange transactions are much more difficult for the

regulators to monitor 0 Thus ~ this remaLt'1.s an opa; empirical

question.

8. In effect, these constraints allO\'I! the finn's tariff schedule to

adjust automatically between rate hear:L.igs in response to changes

in certaL.'1. specified cost items. This is done by holdh"1g average

revenue net of these specified costs equal to a fixed amount (given

by °1). The essential elerrent of this constraint for our purpose

here is that the cost of purchased power is lllcorporated in the

calculation of net revenue.

9. 'The constraint in (2) differs from the traditional rate-of- return

constraint in three respects. (1) it excludes non-fuel variable

costs from the numerator (e.g., labor costS); (2) it en~loys total

sales instead of the quantity of the firm~s invested capital in tIle

denominator; and (3) it is continuously applied.

10. With the exception of Gollop llild Karlson (1978), all or the studies

cited in footnote 1 employ arl analogous representation of the

constraint provided by automatic fuel adjustment clauses.
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II. Since (1 - A)R - P
z

p - R
)c

z

°2 - n
K

Z

-A62~ it follows that

Therefore ~ assum:L.lg 02 - Rz > 0 A < 1 if D < 0", e
... L

Also, since ).

dTI/a0 2, it is clear that A ~ 0, wbere the equality holds fer z < O.

12. The OLS results are virtually identical w-ith regard to both the

sign.s and significance of the parameter esti.mates (w"i.th a slight

reduction in t-values). Tnese results are available from the

authors upon request.

"111. ..... An additional equation was estirrated including the firnl's allowed

rate of retlli.~ on equity, ROR, as an llidependent variable. The

rationale for including ROR is due to the theoretical work of

Tschirhart (1980). This work iInplies that firms with higher

allowed rates of return will be rmre inclined to participate in

power pools. The coefficient of this variable was insignificant

and the remainder of the empirical results were unaffected by its

inclusion~ This insignificance is probably due to the fact that

most utilities were not earning their allowed rate of return in

1977. Consequently, this finding supports our earlier assumption

that the rate-of-retunl constraint was not bL."'lding during this

periode
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